Welcome visitors! Our staff has put together the following information to help you have a safe and enjoyable visit at this park. If you have any further questions please ask any of the staff, and we will be happy to help you.

**PARK FEES** are due and payable upon entry into the park. Fees include one vehicle and one legally towed vehicle or trailer. Extra vehicles will be charged a fee, with a maximum of three vehicles.

**OCCUPANCY:** A maximum of eight people are allowed per family campsite.

**CABINS:** See concessionaire for rules and regulations pertaining to cabins.

**VEHICLE PARKING:** Park in designated parking only. Most campsites are designed to accommodate a maximum of three vehicles. For parking purposes, all trailers are considered vehicles. There is an additional charge for more than one motorized vehicle, and you may need to park them in the overflow lots. Call for additional information on the extra vehicle charge.

**CHECK-OUT TIME** is noon. Please vacate your site by that time. Check-in time is 2 p.m.

**DOGS/PETS** must be kept on a leash no longer than six feet and under control at all times. They are not permitted in buildings, on trails (except for the Pioneer Cemetery Trail), or on the beach. Dogs/pets must be confined to a vehicle or tent at night, and they cannot be left unattended at any time.

**FIRES AND FIREWOOD:** Please be cautious when building fires—wildfire danger is especially high during the summer. Fires are allowed only in established fire rings or camp stoves. Do not build ground fires outside the fire rings or leave campfires unattended. Do not gather firewood in the park—the nutrients must be allowed to recycle back into the ecosystem. You may purchase firewood at the entrance station or in the campgrounds.

**SPEED LIMIT:** Though the maximum speed limit is 15 mph, when pedestrians, bicyclists, and children are present even 15 mph might be too fast. Use good judgment.

**QUIET HOURS** are from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. To ensure an enjoyable experience for everyone, please do not disturb other campers, regardless of the time of day or night.

**NOISE:** Radios and other sound-producing devices must not be audible beyond your immediate campsite, regardless of the time of day or night.

**GENERATORS:** Engine-driven generators or other devices can be operated ONLY between 10 a.m. and 8 p.m.

**BICYCLES** are allowed only on paved roads or on the Pioneer Cemetery Trail. All other trails are closed to bicycles. Bicycle helmets must be worn at all times by riders under age 18.

**TRUCKS AND BOAT PASSENGERS:** Passengers may not ride in the beds of pickup trucks (including those with camper shells) or in towed boats at any time except on the launch ramp.

**CAMPING RESERVATIONS:** You may make camping reservations by calling (800) 444-7275 (TTY 800-274-7275). To make online reservations, visit our website at [www.parks.ca.gov](http://www.parks.ca.gov).

**ALTERNATE FORMAT:** This publication can be made available in alternate formats. Contact interp@parks.ca.gov.